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The must-have book of jump rope rhymes! How many times can you jump rope? Can you hop, skip,

and double-dutch? With these rhymes and rhythms, jump rope is even more fun. There are red-hot

pepper rhymes for jumping very fast, counting rhymes to keepÂ the beat,Â and rhymes for jumping

in and out. There are even fortune-telling rhymes that answer questions and help you predict the

future!Jumping rope is not only great exercise, it's also great entertainent. With Anna Banana, you'll

never run out of chants to use while swinging the ropes. Learn over one hundred traditional rhymes

that will make rope jumping challenging and, best of all, fun!
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How many times can you jump rope? This rhyme makes the game of rope jumping even more fun.

It's a counting rhyme, and there are lots of others like it. There are also red-hot pepper rhymes for

jumping very fast, and rhymes for jumping in and out of the rope. There are even fortune-telling

rhymes that answer questions and help you predict the future!The rhymes in this book began as a

way to keep the rhythm while jumping rope, but they also lent poetry and humor to the game. Here

are over one hundred traditional rhymes that will make rope jumping challenging and, best of all,

fun.

Joanna Cole is the author of the popular Magic School Bus series, I'm a Big Brother, I'm a Big



Sister, and many other award-winning books. In Asking About Sex & Growing Up, she provides a

reassuring blend of practical guidance and scientific fact for the audience that needs it most.

I was so very surprised to discover that many kids don't know jump rope rhymes. (Or fairy tales, or

manners, but I digress.) I could have just looked these up online, but I wanted a book that I could

hand to a kid and say, "here pick the one we'll jump next."

Brings you back to the schoolyard. You won't have to just count 1,2,3,4-- this book gives you find

songs to challenge your littles and add flavor to their jump roping sessions. Perfect addition to our

new rope! Great purchase!

Sweet rhymes for your jump rope loving girl. My daughter keeps this book at the ready. Would

recommend to others.

It wasn't exactly what I was expecting, but it's still cute.

Cute book.

Fun with a lot of great rhymes.

A fun way to keep in time with the jump rope. My sisters used some of theses rhymes 60 years ago.

I am glad they aren't lost to the ages.Rhymes are necessary , but add charms to a healthy activity.

I bought it for my Granddaughter for Christmas. I know she will enjoy it asmuch as I did when I was

young.
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